The True Gold Beneath the Mountain
I am White Eagle.
There is among the mountains a blessing hidden in its depths. Deep beneath its heights lies
a crystal core from which all people must take their bearings. No matter how deeply you
may go, you may not yet find it for it requires human intent fully focused on that which is
the base of all Creation.
The crystalline core vibrates with the well-springs of Creation, with the very Heart of Love
that pulses with the energy of the Universe. Seek not these depths without first focusing on
the love within your own heart. That is the key that opens to the vastness beneath your
feet.
That which resonates with the Love Divine captures all human emotion and harnesses the
Will to function harmoniously with All That Is.
Seek not to destroy your lands, but open them to the world of possibilities — to the renewal
of faith in the power of the Universe to move all things in Love. Register that hope in your
heart that it may beam new light for others to follow — that they may see the possibilities
that lie before them, within the depths of their very souls.
Look at the promise that lies before you. See into the depths that manifest in your heart of
hearts the Creative Force that brings vitality to all within the Living Divine.
Make haste to utilize this power that lies before you, for deep within your own depths you
will find the key to life and love. For the Love that spawned the Universe gave birth to you
and to the Earth upon which you dwell.
The unity of all things lies before you if you will only plumb the depths within your own
heart of hearts. There will the magic mountain be found — That which secrets the crystal
core, the foundation of all things, the beginning of rapture, the high-light of spinning worlds
— of spinning worlds within you that connect you to the All — the Love that spawns the
Universe — it is deep within you. Seek, and you shall find.
Release the possibilities within you and speak to the world of Joy and Harmony that lies
within. There is the true gold within the mountains, deep within the crystal core of the
Earth that wells up beneath your feet. Draw it in and Celebrate its Harmonies. For All Life
Is Joy and that Joy is deep within.
Master the art of loving all that lies before you, for that which is before you is within you,
and there abides to be released in all its potential, in all its glory, in all its perfection.
Do not hesitate to go forward this very day. And we will keep you forever in the folds of our
arms. Love enfolds you now and forever. Do not forget how deeply you are loved.
May peace and peace and peace be everywhere and always with you.
Bless you, my child. Bless you. So be it.
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